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The Zix | AppRiver Global Security Report for 2020 
shares the threats and trends our cybersecurity 
analysts saw throughout the first half of the year. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, attackers were quick to 
take advantage of the global pandemic, launching 
scams that played on peoples’ anxieties as well as 
attacks targeting remote workforces. Analysts saw a 
continued surge of “living off the land” (LotL) attacks—
attacks which hijack legitimate services—for phishing 
and distributing malware. Our analysts also observed 
a resurgence of banking trojans used by large-scale 
malware distributors. 

In this report, we will take a deep dive into many of 
email security’s top threats and trends. Additionally, 
we will discuss examples of prevalent attacks and 
explore their potential impact. 

Executive Summary
In this report, we will 
take a deep dive into 
many of email security’s 
top threats and trends.
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For much of the first half of 2020, world news 
was dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic—
and so too was the threat landscape. Attackers 
were quick to embrace everything from personal 
protective equipment (PPE) offer scams to phony 
health alerts, which acted as covers for phishing 
scams or distributing malware. They also turned 
their attention to targeting remote workforces 
via scams involving collaboration tools. 

Threat actors further embraced the use of 
legitimate services to deliver attack payloads, a 
technique known as “living off the land” (LotL). 
In early 2020, large-scale malware distributors 
brought banking trojans back to the fore—
marking a shift from 2019, which was dominated 
by remote access trojans (RATs). Finally, 
ransomware returned to prominence in the 
email threat landscape and became the second 
most popular type of malware being distributed. 

There’s a lot going on in the world, and these 
changes are leaving their mark on the threat 
landscape. Next, this report provides an overview 
of the attack trends to be aware of, as well as tips 
on how to keep your organization safe.

Introduction

This report provides an 
overview of the attack 
trends to be aware of, as 
well as tips on how to keep 
your organization safe.
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Pandemic and Remote Work 
Shape Threat Landscape
As the pandemic took hold and businesses worldwide scrambled to deploy 
remote workers, cybercriminals were quick to take advantage of the situation 
in every way imaginable. Cybercriminals quickly adapted their tactics to take 
advantage of peoples’ distress. Sadly, this comes as no surprise, as we have 
seen threat actors work from the same playbook many times before. 

For instance, just hours after the bombing of the Boston Marathon in 
2013, we saw cybercriminals sending malicious emails claiming to contain 
footage from the bombing. There are countless examples like this, which 
is why we have been carefully monitoring—and continue to monitor—the 
current situation in anticipation of what is to come. So far, threat actors have 
used a variety of approaches. Some of the earliest attacks took the form 
of PPE scams but quickly iterated as criminals began to use malware and 
phishing attacks.
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PPE Scams Target Anxious 
Consumers

Phishing and Malware
Attacks Proliferate

Scams involving personal protective equipment 
arrived early on and blended in seamlessly 
with the global rush to purchase masks, hand 
sanitizer, COVID-19 test kits, and other medical 
supplies. Beginning in early January, we recorded 
an influx of spam (shown below) which pushed 
PPE to the general public. In most cases, this PPE 
does not really exist or it was a bait and switch 
where the products were inferior. Over time, 
these scams have become more pervasive. By 
early summer, the FBI was estimating millions of 
dollars in losses to these kinds of scams. 

Not long after the PPE scams arrived on 
the scene, we began seeing phishing and 
malware attacks make use of the pandemic. 
Many of the early phishing attacks preyed 
upon peoples’ fascination with and fear of 
COVID-19 as it spread. On any given day, we 
were quarantining hundreds of thousands of 
phishing attempts posing as the U.S.’s Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
notifications. One particular attack (pictured) 
purported to contain information about cases 
at the addressee’s location. 

The links in these messages led to phishing 
pages designed to harvest users’ email 
credentials. Attackers would in turn use these 
credentials to launch more targeted phishing 
attacks, wire fraud scams, and to distribute 
malware. 
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By mid-March, we were seeing a large influx of 
email attacks attempting to deliver malware while 
operating under the guise of the pandemic. Threat 
actors utilized a number of variations on the 
pandemic theme to accomplish their goals. Some 
of the most popular formats included health alerts 
from the CDC or World Health Organization (WHO) 
or offers of relief funds, such as loans from the Small 
Business Administration (SBA). The most prominent 
malware type in these attacks was spyware/RATs, 
which we’ll explore in more detail in the malware 
section below. 

Other types of attacks such as business email 
compromise (BEC) wire transfer, gift card, and direct 
deposit-change scams also began to shift tactics 
slightly by adopting remote work and pandemic 
themes. These attacks were well-positioned 
to succeed during these events as they rely on 
humans taking the email at face value and not 
communicating with the ostensible sender, which 
would expose the scam. Stuck at home, users were 
less likely to meet friends and family face-to-face to 
be able to verify these claims. 
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Work From Home Exploited
Through the first half of 2020, we observed an uptick in attacks posing as collaboration 
and productivity solutions. Perhaps the most prominent and relevant were attacks 
leveraging the Zoom brand. Taking advantage of the “Zoom boom” was a no-brainer 
as its usage skyrocketed—Zoom gained more new users in the first few months of 
2020 than it did in all of the previous year. Many of those new users were rookies to 
the platform and were therefore more susceptible to attacks posing as legitimate 
Zoom notifications. This example (pictured below) was one of the many attacks we 
captured attempting to pose as a Zoom notification. 

Every day it seems more evident COVID-19 will be with us for a 
considerable time, so we expect these attacks to continue to evolve as 
new opportunities present themselves. Organizations should focus on 
reducing the risk associated with these attacks by making employees 
aware of what to look for. Additionally, businesses may want to revisit 
acceptable use policies and update them for the reality of long-term 
remote work. 

The link in the message in this case, led to another credential harvesting site. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/26/zoom-has-added-more-users-so-far-this-year-than-in-2019-bernstein.html
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Malware Threats

Banking Trojan - Dridex

While many threat groups have transitioned to business email compromise (BEC) attacks, malware remains a 
major email threat for businesses of all sizes. In the early half of 2020, banking trojans and ransomware were 
the favorites of botnets, whereas remote access trojans (RATs) were preferred by other threat actors. While in 
previous years, ransomware distribution models seemed to be trending to non-email methods, in early 2020, 
we saw a return to email distribution by some ransomware distributors. 

Over the first half of this year, the top malware caught by our filters was the Dridex banking trojan. In 
the first six months of 2020 alone, we captured over 1.5 million malicious messages which contained 
loaders to deploy this malware on customers’ machines. Most of the messages took the form of 
innocuous-looking Microsoft Excel attachments using .xls or .xlsm file extensions. These attachments 
were intended to be opened on Windows machines.  

Dridex’s capabilities include:
• Infiltrating web browsers (typically to steal banking credentials)
• Sending unauthorized money transfers
• Keylogging user input
• Capturing screenshots

But that’s not all. Cybercriminals often use Dridex to gain an initial foothold before they load 
DoppelPaymer or BitPaymer ransomware into a corporate environment. Some recent reports indicate 
that threat actors may also be shifting more towards WastedLocker, a new ransomware, as a follow-up 
attack. Worryingly, many of their ransom demands directed against enterprise targets range well into 
the millions of dollars. The U.S. Department of Justice has placed a bounty of $5 million on each of the 
two suspected actors behind the Dridex malware.

Dridex Email Example
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Ransomware - Avaddon
Coming in close behind Dridex, the second-highest volume of malware attempts over the first half 
of the year came from Avaddon ransomware attacks. This new ransomware was distributed by the 
Phorphiex (also known as Trik) botnet in campaigns that exceeded 300,000 messages per day. The 
name Avaddon is a nod to the Hebrew word abaddon, meaning doom or destruction.

The emails themselves used relatively simple lures enticing the recipient with a subject line such as, “Do 
you like my photo?” or “Photo for you”—and nothing except a wink emoticon in the body.  Attached to each 
message was a zip file that contained the malicious JavaScript that used both PowerShell and Bitsadmin 
commands to pull down the Avaddon ransomware payload. 

In addition to distribution via Phorphix botnet, Avaddon creators used a ransomware as a service 
(RaaS) affiliate payment model to recruit talent for distribution. Affiliates would receive 65% of the 
ransom paid by victims and the creators would receive a 35% cut. 
 
The creators advertised their service on a popular Russian dark web forum. Like many other groups that 
operate out of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)—an intergovernmental organization 
comprised of Russia and other post-Soviet republics—the creators forbade affiliates from targeting 
users in CIS member states. We noticed that an IP address the attackers had used for command and 
control communication 217.8.117[.]63 was also used in previous Predator the Thief attacks. This is not 
the first time it has been advertised on Russian dark web forums.

Avaddon Email Examples

Avaddon Dark Web Recruitment Ad

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_of_Independent_States
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Banking Trojan - ZLoader

Remote Access Trojans

The ZLoader banking trojan, a variant derived from the original ZeuS trojan from 2006, has been 
extremely active this year. Ever since the source code for the Zeus trojan leaked in 2011, there have 
been quite a few variants based on this code. This newer ZLoader trojan is under active development 
by threat actors who typically use Excel or Word document extensions as their droppers. 

Email lures cover a diverse range of topics, including: 
• Coronavirus scams (and how to avoid them)
• Black Lives Matter
• Generic invoices 
• CVs and resumes
• FMLA forms
• Local government and postal services spoofing 

Recent examples of ZLoader infections have also loaded the Parasite HTTP remote access trojan to 
give actors a deeper foothold into the infected environment.

Remote access trojans (RATs) remain a popular 
attack vector to gain a foothold into a target 
system. They allow threat actors to conduct 
reconnaissance before deciding whether to 
deploy additional resources to victims such as 
follow-up payloads, privilege escalation steps, and 
lateral movement through a network. While 2019 
was a banner year for RAT attacks, this tactic still 
remains a popular approach in 2020 that is only 
eclipsed by banking trojan campaigns distributed 
via the larger botnets. That said, most malicious 
actors who were not using botnets preferred 
to distribute RATs as the initial payload for their 
targeted attacks.

ZLoader Email Example
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Remote Access Trojan - Agent Tesla
Agent Tesla is the most utilized RAT we have seen 
this year so far. Although it has been used by threat 
actors since 2014, it remains an extremely popular 
attack vector due to its powerful keylogger/RAT 
combination which is simple to deploy and maintain 
with little monetary expenditure. In addition to logging 
keystrokes, it has the ability to steal clipboard contents 
and screenshots. Further, Agent Tesla can conduct 
password theft for web browsers, mail clients, and 
popular FTP software. As illustrated in the Agent Tesla 
advertisement (pictured), it can be obtained for as little 
as $20 USD for a one-month license or $100 USD for a 
lifetime license. 

The malware developers behind Agent Tesla continue 
to actively update its capabilities and advertise it 
widely on both the dark and clear webs—so it is easy 
for virtually anyone to obtain. One of the most recent 
additions is a WiFi stealer module. This is the first step 
toward what may eventually become a RAT equal to 
the Emotet banking trojan. Emotet began with similar 
capabilities before eventually utilizing a WiFi worm 
module to spread throughout connected wireless 
networks. 

Agent Tesla Advertisement
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Remote Access Trojan – NetWire 
The NetWire RAT emerged from the wild in 2012 and has been used by threat actors ever since. Email campaigns attempting 
to deploy NetWire on victims’ machines cover a full spectrum of lures. Here are just a few examples of lures we have 
captured attempting to distribute the NetWire RAT:
• IRS spoofing 
• Fake invoices
• Sales quotations
• Purchase orders
• A supposed vaccine for coronavirus from the WHO

One of the biggest benefits for threat actors—besides availability and ease of use—is that it’s a cross-platform trojan. 
This means it has the capability to function on infected machines in Windows, macOS, Linux, Android, and even Solaris 
environments without the need for any extra dependencies. It can steal passwords, keystrokes, and bank card data; 
take screenshots; and use the victim’s webcam to spy on them. In addition, it allows for remote file execution to deploy 
additional malware payloads on a system. Banking trojans and ransomware are cybercriminals’ most preferred follow-up 
payloads post-RAT deployment.
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Phishing and LotL
Threat actors have increasingly exploited legitimate 
services to launch living off the land attacks. These 
types of attacks can be used for malware and 
phishing campaigns. Attackers prefer to launch 
attacks abusing these platforms from accounts that 
were previously compromised. This way, the sender’s 
IP and legitimate originating infrastructure raises less 
suspicion to email filters and recipients. 

Attackers will often preserve the compromised 
users’ signature and images, such as company logos. 
Certain threat actors have found that leveraging CRM 
software provides additional intelligence to increase 
attack success rates. These platforms provide 
analytics such as who opens an email and link-click 
rates. 

These links either lead directly to a credential 
harvesting page or host an image that  redirects to 
another site (often an exploited site) that is hosting 
the credential harvesting page. If an unsuspecting 
recipient enters their email credentials on one of 
said pages, the stolen credentials are sent back to 
the attackers. Since their ultimate goal is financial 
fraud, this credential theft is necessary for attackers 
to identify and target employees and vendors who 
handle monetary transactions.

Most Abused Services in Order
(Last Month)

Page.link

Storage.googleapis.com

Sendgrid.net

Amazonaws.com

Sharepoint.com

Forms.gle

Onedrive.live.com / 1drv.ms

Rebrand.ly

App.box.com

Sites.google.com

Surveygizmo.com

Firebaseapp.com

Gitbook.io

File.dn

Genial.ly

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

12

7

10

13

15

8

11

14
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Additionally, we recently observed a resurgence of phishing utilizing .ics (Internet 
Calendaring and Scheduling Core Object Specification) files. These contain a phishing 
link that eventually leads to a branded credential harvesting page. Sharepoint.com has 
been the phishing lure of choice in these campaigns.

To date, threat actors using .ics have stuck to a banking alert theme including the 
banks Wells Fargo and Fifth Third Bank. Here’s an example email from the more recent 
Fifth Third variant:

This email exhibits a common phishing tactic—a sense of urgency—which is created 
by the threat to suspend your account. An additional red flag: The sender urges the 
recipient to open the .ics on their mobile device, likely an attempt to avoid business 
security solutions from picking up on it. To give the appearance of legitimacy, the threat 
actors address this email from “alert@wellsfargo.alert.com.”

Notice the empty “To” field—another common phishing tactic where bad actors abuse 
the BCC (Blind Carbon Copy) email functionality. This means no one can see who the 
email is addressed to. We advise users to proceed with caution when interacting with 
any email that’s been addressed to undisclosed (BCC’d) recipients.

Here is a look at the .ics file once it is opened in Outlook:
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Below is the image being hosted on OneDrive which redirects to storage.
googleapis.com: 

Finally, we are brought to a well-crafted Fifth Third Bank credential harvesting 
page being hosted on storage.googleapis.com:
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Metrics
URL- and Text-Based Attack Traffic

Malware Traffic

The following chart depicts the volume of all other quarantined email traffic caught by our 
email filters. The majority of quarantined traffic were phishing attacks that contained URL-
based malware. We also saw a good amount of text-based attacks, which rely on social 
engineering tactics. In all we quarantined 3.1 billion of these types of messages through 
the first half of 2020. 

During the first half of the year, the volume of malware being delivered via attachment 
surged in January and March. Threat actors leaned more heavily toward malicious links 
in the remaining months. Throughout the year to date, Zix | AppRiver’s Advanced Email 
Threat Protection email security quarantined about 87 million emails containing malware 
in a message attachment. 

Email Threats
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Below are the top 10 most prevalent attachment types of malware distribution. For 
several years, the most popular malware attachment type was doc (and docx). This 
year’s malicious traffic was markedly different in that threat actors embraced XLS 
(spreadsheets) as the most popular malicious attachment type. 

Top Ten
Of the billions of bad email messages quarantined thus far in 2020, the majority originated in one of these 10 countries. As 
the chart below depicts, the most common origination point for email-based attacks in the first six months of 2020 was the 
United States. The most noteworthy change was a drop-off in attacks emanating from China, which fell by just over 50% 
from the previous six months. During this same period, attacks emanating from Russia ramped up—propelling it to the 
second most common point of origin. 

Malware Extension
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Set reminders to stay vigilant of social 
engineering attacks.

Tune your email security solution to catch 
impersonation attacks.

Ensure your security solution can 
dynamically analyze email attachments.

Limit the use of third-party services.

Implement a VPN for all remote workers (but 
avoid using a free VPN service as they often 
monetize your private data).

Practice the method of least privilege.

Leverage cloud technology to scale remote 
operations, but don’t go it alone.

Never reuse the same password on different 
services. If one is compromised, attackers will 
try that password on others.

Use a password manager, this way you can 
create more complex and secure passwords. 
Ideally, a secure password should be a 
minimum of 12 characters mixed with 
uppercase, lowercase, numbers, and symbols 
or special characters.

Timely & Timeless Security Tips

Always use multi-factor authentication for 
any service that offers it. While not infallible, 
it can greatly reduce the risk of compromise.

If there is any suspicion about a message or 
transaction, it never hurts to call the sender. 
Most will be glad that you have security 
protocols to help you both prevent fraud.

Avoid clicking links whenever possible. 
Instead, navigate directly to a website and 
login without utilizing a link inside an email.

Establish and update Business continuity 
plans. Resilience during a security incident 
is vital to the business’ continuity and 
minimizes downtime, disruption, or data loss.

Use end-to-end email encryption for 
any message containing confidential or 
personally identifiable information (PII).

Update remote workers’ home router 
firmware and software. It’s the main 
gatekeeper for home networks and often 
overlooked by security updates. If automatic 
updates are an option, enable them and set 
them for times (if possible) that wouldn’t 
impact critical devices if the internet goes 
down during an update.

Learn more about Zix Email Security at Zix.com.

http://www.Zix.com

